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Executive summary

DRIVE C2X is an integrated EU project that carries out comprehensive assessment of cooperative systems through extensive European Field Operational Tests (FOTs).

The main purpose of this document is to describe the implementation of data management in DRIVE C2X project for participating test sites. This deliverable also provides a description of the data management practises applied in WP35 “Test data management“ to WP43 “Data and data quality“, which is where the data processing will continue. This deliverable covers log data sources, tools for monitoring and verifying data and description of data storages. It also discusses privacy. Finally it gives an overview of data enrichment and indicator processing, though post-processing is not a main test site activity.

This deliverable also provides the test sites a set of templates to describe the tests and collected data for collaborative evaluation purposes. From the perspective of an analyst it is essential to get a good top level view of the data i.e. what kind of systems were tested, with what kind of study design and what are the data elements that can be compared to evaluate a specific behaviour. This documentation describing data and tests is mostly referred to as “metadata” within the project, as it is information of the data itself.

Data management is an essential part of the Field Operational Tests (FOTs). Data management not only provides for storing the test results on specified files and databases, keeping track what’s where. The scope of data management begins mainly by verifying, that data collection with logging tools matches project requirements. Another type of a starting point is overseeing formulation of agreements to be made with test users, ensuring that privacy, use of collected data and conditions for sharing the data between research partners are described in detail.

As the FOTs collect long periods of in-vehicle logger data – a FOT could e.g. cover the driving of a hundred drivers for one year – the sheer size of logs requires data management processes to be put up. Also, it’s not only vehicle speed and other basic sensor data that’s collected, but also filled questionnaires, travel diaries, internet service logs e.g. about local traffic status, and manual annotations of video material.

Data management sets up processes for collecting log files manually or automatically, sets up servers, decides backup practises and enables sharing the data. It monitors data collection and frequently validates stored data, both manually and with the help of dedicated software tools. Even basic software scripts can be very effective for pointing out errors in data collection or system failures. The main motivation for frequent monitoring of data collection is about not having to repeat expensive tests due to broken-down systems or e.g. configuration errors.

DRIVE C2X follows the previous TeleFOT project in setting up a central storage for collected data. A central data depository makes it easier to access the data and enables collaborative analysis of several tests. It can also help in harmonizing data formats and running common post-processing for all data. These common processing tools include data enrichment such as map matching and retrieval of weather data, and processing a common set of indicators such as average speed during a test drive.

When a test site moves their data to a central depository, they document the ownership of data and conditions for sharing it. They also document the test itself from an analyst’s
perspective: for example what was the study design, vehicle properties and anonymous information of the test users such as their age and driving experience. Further, the format of collected log data is described in detail, including information of the sources that generated the data. These documents are test and data description documents, metadata.

All this documentation is necessary for an analyst who may have not been part of the data collection, to start analysing its data. Most aspects of the documentation are also necessary for the test leaders, to document details, dates and formats when they're still remembered, and to answer analysts' main questions only once.

This document outlines the key structure, processes and tools made available for DRIVE C2X test sites and analysts by Work Package 35. Key support for this deliverable has been provided by WPs 25 (regarding logging), 43 (regarding data processing and quality) and 45 (requirements of impact assessment).